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The Israel Export Institute (IEI)
The Israel Export Institute is your premier gateway for doing
business with Israeli companies. Established and funded
by the government and the private sector, IEI’s expertise in
technology and product scouting, joint ventures and strategic
alliances with Israeli companies spans more than half a
century. Whatever your field is, IEI offers access to relevant
businesses and government resources. IEI will provide the
information you need to connect, negotiate and do business
all over the world.

The Israeli Retail tech
The Retail tech ecosystem is growing and rapidly becoming
one of the hottest hubs for commerce technologies, with over
250 startups operating across the board from logistics to instore. These companies are leveraging Israeli´s expertise in
deep-tech like the use of computer vision for self-checkout or
the application of artificial intelligence for visual search.

Moti Patriano
Digital Media Technologies Sector
■ T +972.3.514.2932 ■ M +972.52.585.8684
■ motip@export.gov.il ■ www.export.gov.il
■

■ Manager,
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Foreign Trade Administration
The Foreign Trade Administration at the Israeli Ministry
of Economy and Industry manages and supports Israel’s
international trade and trade policy. From its headquarters in
Jerusalem leveraging 50 economic and trade missions in key
economic and financial centers throughout the world, the FTA
promotes Israel’s economy worldwide. Israel’s economic and
trade missions are at the forefront of the Israeli government’s
efforts to advance our industries in foreign markets. Our team
of highly experienced economic representatives provide
a wide range of services to Israeli companies and to the
international business community.

■ George Labunsky

■ Director of Innovation and Strategic

Partnerships, Retail
■ Israel Economic Mission to the West
Coast, San Francisco
■ George.Labunsky@israeltrade.gov.il
■ Jennifer Kim

Director of Business Development
■ Israel Economic Mission to the East
Coast, New York
■ Jennifer.Kim@israeltrade.gov.il
■
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■ Carla Rodríguez

Director of Business Development
Israel Economic Mission to Mexico,
Mexico City
■ Carla.Rodriguez@israeltrade.gov.il
■
■

■ Melissa Steinmetz

■ Director, Economic Development &

Innovation Partnerships
Israel Economic Mission to the
Southwest, Houston
■ Melissa.Steinmetz@israeltrade.gov.il
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www.buywith.com

Product Category: Customer, Experience, Online Social
Commerce
The most frictionless Livestream shopping platform. buywith
helps eCommerce sites thrive while empowering content
creators
buywith is the most frictionlessLivestream Shopping platform
for retailers and brands, influencers, celebrities, and experts
to host virtual shopping events with their followers on
retailers’ and brands’ websites - through innovative patentpending technology. In the hot Livestream shopping space,
the uniqueness of the buywith solution lies in the session
host’s ability to take thousands of viewers on an exciting
shopping journey experience directly on the e-commerce site,
combined with a video, chat, and a shoppable “WANT” button.
The buywith self-serve platform and marketplace enable
brands to harness the power of independent content
creators to promote and host hundreds of Livestream
shopping sessions to drive increased brand awareness,
product discovery, customer engagement, and sales.
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www.cyb-org.com

Product Category: Retail Automation
The first REAL unmanned shops
Lead the retail market, with a real autonomous store.
Why are we the first to introduce real autonomous store
technology? Because we do not replace 4 cashiers with: 4
security personnel & 8 inspectors.
The Cyb-Org automated shops system combines both
hardware and flawless holistic software for control and
security of automated retail stores in a comprehensive and
effective manner and with negligible investment of money
and management. Cyb-Org offers an unprecedented,
effective, and more sustainable approach to store space
design including various types of sensors for assessment
and analysis of human behavior. Revolutionary algorithms
coupled with user-friendly and inviting apps are combined
to provide full automation of retail stores’ supplies, sales,
payments, billings, and security processes along with
superior customer buying experiences.
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www.nowdialogue.com

Product Category: Customer Experience, E-payments, Loyalty &
Personalizatio, Online Social Commerce
Ecommerce Personalization Platform to increase sales and
drive conversion rates
The Robinhood of personalization, Dialogue revolutionizes the
eCommerce space by unlocking technology that was typically
only available to Enterprises. An intuitive ‘drag and drop’ solution
which allows merchants to easily create smart and engaging
shopping experiences for their users that increases all website
KPIs. Unlike the usual content on e-commerce sites, Dialoguepowered content evokes an emotional response. Breaking the
standard a/b testing method - Dialogue takes a leap forward,
creating messages to individual users in real-time. Automatically.
and Effortlessly. Dialogue’s agile platform supports all types of
stores from ‘mom & pop’ shops, to global brands - in all verticals.
Companies like L’occitan, Nununu, Ga-de and Kiko Milano are
seeing improvements of up to 30% increase in conversion rates,
29% increase in AOV and 50% increase in engagement while
using Dialogue. Dialogue drives millions of dollars in revenue
every day, helping merchants grow their business and enjoy an
agile tech transformation.
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www.hexa3d.io

Product Category: 3D, AI, AR/VR, eCom
The world’s first immersive OS | A 3D tech stack to Create,
Manage, Display & Analyze any 3D project
Hexa is the world’s first immersive OS, A comprehensive
3D tech stack to Create, Manage, Display & Analyze 3D
projects. Hexa takes existing images and transforms them
into high-fidelity 3D models. Its powerful infrastructure
supports the level of data needed to create and distribute
3D models, 360-degree experiences, and AR at scale
without sacrificing quality.
Hexa enables customers to continually extract value from
their assets by repurposing them for distribution to almost
any application, online destination, metaverse, or social
platform. Hexa also leverages synthetic data to create 2D
images and videos for marketing and advertising, bringing
an added level of flexibility to the process and reducing the
need for wasteful, real-life photoshoots.
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www.returngo.ai

Product Category: Customer Experience, Retail Automation,
Supply Chain Tech
ReturnGO’s AI-driven return management platform
improves the post-purchase experience and LTV
ReturnGO is an Israeli technology company tackling the
ecommerce industry challenges on returns, and is building
an AI driven return management platform that puts Merchant
profitability at the forefront. ReturnGO improves Merchants’
bottom line by positively impacting customer retention,
average order value, and reverse logistics costs. Online
product returns are a significant industry challenge, with
refunds in particular negatively impacting merchants’
profitability. The ReturnGO return management platform,
through proprietary AI algorithms and the ReturnGO
Return Recommendation Engine, encourages customers
to exchange a product or get store credit instead of asking
for refunds. The result is higher customer lifetime value and
improved financial performance.
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www.shopic.co

Product Category: AI & Computer Vision, Data & Analytics,
Frictionless Shopping, In-Store Marketing
Shopic is an AI company specializing in frictionless retail
solutions
Our mission is to digitalize the retail frontend and create
personalized frictionless shopping experiences in brickand-mortar stores.
We’re building a 3-pronged platform:
1. A computer vision-based smart cart that delivers a
frictionless experience, with a personalized store journey
and line-skipping self-checkout
2. A promotions engine that connects to the retailer’s
marketing systems and tailors offers to shoppers during
their store visit
3. Analytics engine that optimizes store management with
real-time tracking of shopper carts and store shelves
Shopic’s platform allows retailers to extend key
advantages of online shopping (high transparency, high
personalization, and zero friction) to their physical stores.
Shopic builds solutions that are immediately deployable,
operational with minimal adjustments and cost-effective.
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www.sizer.me

Product Category: 3D, AI & Voice Recognition, Customer
Experience, Loyalty & Personalization”
Sizer - the most ACCURATE SaaS body measurement
technology transforming the fashion and garment world
with the greatest digital fit
Sizer is a computer-vision enabled body measurements
solution, empowering retailers to increase sales by
providing users with accurate and personalized size
recommendations. Our proprietary solution is composed of
a web app which utilizes advanced self-scanning computer
vision technology to very easily scan & generate users’ body
measurements and a recommendation engine which utilizes
deep learning algorithms to accurately determine users’ size
recommendations.
Companies around the globe including Wacoal America,
Hunter Apparel Solutions, Australian Defence Apparel (ADA),
Landau Uniforms, and Alsico trust Sizer to help them solve
the customer friction of incorrect fit. With Sizer, retailers see
double digit increases in conversion rates and basket size,
significant decrease of returns and much more sustainable
processes. Sizer was recently awarded the Best Application of
Innovation Technology by the Professional Clothing Industry
Association Worldwide Ltd (PCIAW®).
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www.weezmo.com

Product Category: Data & Analytics, Loyalty &
Personalization
Marketing insights platform for brick-and-mortar retailers
Weezmo is a marketing insights platform that provides full
data visibility for brick-and-mortar retailers.
By connecting in-store and online attribution, retailers can
optimize their customer journey at any touchpoint along
the way.
Whether it’s digital campaigns, in-store experiences,
eCommerce stores, or post-purchase engagements –
with Weezmo, retailers can make data-based decisions
to optimize their marketing budget, improve customer
experience, and get an accurate ROI to improve their
bottom line.
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Future Sport Israel
Discovering Game-Changing Technology

30.5 - 1.6 | 2022

3rd Edition

A Glimpse of the Agenda:
Get exposed to cutting-edge technologies in
sport and media
Interact with leading innovative Israeli startups and the Israeli sport tech ecosystem
Take part in B2B meetings with pre-selected
technology companies
Witness live demos in a football stadium
Experience the uniqueness of Tel-Aviv
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This publication is for informational purposes only.
While every effort has been made to ensure that the presented information
is correct, The Israel Export & International Cooperation Institute assumes no
responsibility for damages, financial or otherwise, caused by the information
herein.
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